We present a simple, but efficient, way to calculate connection matrices between sets of independent local solutions, defined at two neighbouring singular points, of Fuchsian differential equations of quite large orders, such as those found for the third and fourth contribution (χ (3) and χ (4) ) to the magnetic susceptibility of the square lattice Ising model. We deduce all the critical behaviours of the solutions χ (3) and χ (4) , as well as the asymptotic behaviour of the coefficients in the corresponding series expansions. We confirm that the newly found quadratic singularities of the Fuchsian ODE associated with χ (3) are not singularities of the particular solution χ (3) itself. We use the previous connection matrices to get the exact expressions of all the monodromy matrices of the Fuchsian differential equation for χ (3) (and χ (4) ) expressed in the same basis of solutions. These monodromy matrices are the generators of the differential Galois group of the Fuchsian differential equations for χ (3) (and χ (4) ), whose analysis is just sketched here. As far as the physics implications of the solutions are concerned, we find challenging qualitative differences when comparing the corrections to scaling for the full susceptibility χ at high temperature (respectively low temperature) and the first two terms χ (1) and χ (3) (respectively χ (2) and χ (4) ).
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Introduction
Since a pioneering, and quite monumental, paper [1] on the two-dimensional Ising models, it has been known that the magnetic susceptibility of square lattice Ising model can be written [1] as an infinite sum of (n − 1)-dimensional integrals [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] contributions:
The odd (respectively even) n correspond to the high (respectively low) temperature domain. These (n − 1)-dimensional integrals are known to be holonomic, since they are integrals of holonomic (actually algebraic) integrands. In addition to the known χ (1) and χ (2) terms, which can be expressed in terms of simple algebraic or hypergeometric functions, it is only recently that the Fuchsian differential equations satisfied by the χ (3) and χ (4) terms have been found [8] [9] [10] . These two exact differential equations of quite large orders (7 and 10) can be used to find answers to a set of problems traditionally known to be subtle, and difficult, for functions with confluent singularities, such as the fine-tuning of the singular behaviours for all the singularities (dominant singular behaviour, subdominant, etc), accurate calculations of the asymptotic behaviour of the coefficients, etc.
Recall that the third and fourth contribution to the magnetic susceptibility, χ (3) and χ (4) , are given by multi-integrals and each is, thus, a particular solution of the corresponding differential equation. These differential equations exhibit a finite set of regular singular points that may (or may not) appear in the physical solutions χ (3) and χ (4) . In addition to the physical singularities and the non-physical singularities s = ±i (where s = sinh(2K), K being the usual Ising model coupling constant, K = βJ ), it is commonly believed that the χ (n) have, at least, other nonphysical singularities given by Nickel [6, 7] . The dominant singular behaviours at all these (non-physical) singularities (χ (3) and χ (4) ) have also been given by Nickel. The differential equations of the χ (n) , which 'encode' all the information on the solutions and their singular behaviour, in fact, allow us to obtain not only the dominant, but also all the subdominant singular behaviours, hardly detectable from straight series analysis. It is thus of interest to get (or confirm) these singular behaviours from the exact Fuchsian differential equations that we have actually obtained for χ (3) and χ (4) and, especially, the singular behaviour at the two new quadratic singularities, 1 + 3w + 4w 2 = 0 (where w = s/(1 + s 2 )/2) found for χ (3) [8] . The physical solution χ (3) is defined by a double integral on two angles and is known as a series obtained by expansion (then integration) of the double integral at w = 0 (or s = 0). It is certainly not simple to obtain the χ (3) expansion around (say) the ferromagnetic critical point w = 1/4, due to a singular logarithmic behaviour. However, one can overcome this difficulty since, with a differential equation, it is straightforward to obtain the formal series solutions at each regular singular point (i.e., a local basis of series solutions). By connecting the formal solutions around w = 0 and the formal series solutions around another regular singular point like w = 1/4, one will be able to express the particular solution χ (3) (and also all the other formal solutions) as a linear combination of solutions valid at w = 1/4. The seven local solutions at w = 0 will, then, be given by the product of a 7 × 7 matrix with the vector having the seven local solutions at w = 1/4 as entries. In other words, succeeding in obtaining these connection matrices amounts to building a common (global) basis of solutions valid for all the regular singular points. Furthermore, with these connection matrices, we obtain, in fact, the analytic continuation in the whole complex plane of the variable w, of χ (3) and χ (4) , which are known as integral representations.
Note that, remarkably, the Fuchsian differential equation for χ (3) has simple rational and algebraic solutions. These rational or algebraic solutions, known in the closed form, can be understood globally. One can easily expand such globally defined solutions around any singular point of the ODE, and follow these solutions through any 'jump' from one regular singularity to another and, therefore, from one well-suited basis to another well-suited basis. For a function not known in the closed form, like the 'physical' solution χ (3) , the decomposition on each well-suited local basis associated with every singular point of the ODE, is far from clear. The correspondence between these various (well-suited) local bases associated with each singular point of the ODE, is typically a global problem and, thus, a quite difficult one. One clearly needs to build effective methods to find such connection matrices in the case of Fuchsian differential equations of order 7, or 10 (χ (3) and χ (4) ), or of much higher orders (χ (5) , χ (6) , etc). With a method of matching of series, we will show that the connection matrices matching these various well-suited bases of series solutions can be obtained explicitly. The entries of these matrices can be calculated with as many digits as we want. We will show that we can actually find the exact expressions of these entries as simple algebraic expressions of (in the case of the Fuchsian ODEs of χ (3) and χ (4) ) powers of π , ln (2) , ln(3) and various algebraic numbers or integers, together with more 'transcendental' numbers like the 'ferromagnetic constant' I + 3 introduced in equation (7.12) of [1] : 
Focusing on χ (3) , and since this physical solution is known as a series expansion at w = 0 (low-or high-temperature expansions), we will give all the connection matrices between this w = 0 regular singular point and all the other regular singularities of the differential equation including the two new complex regular singularities [8, 9] which are roots of 1 + 3w + 4w 2 = 0. We will comment on the occurrence of the 'ferromagnetic constant' I + 3 in the various blocks of the connection matrices. The decomposition of χ (3) in the well-suited basis for each regular singular point allows us to find all the singular behaviours of the physical solution. From these results, we will deduce the asymptotic behaviour of the coefficients of the series expansion of χ (3) . These last problems are interesting, per se, for series expansions analysis of lattice statistical mechanics, since they correspond to subtle analysis of confluent singularities. Actually, we will see that even the last asymptotic evaluation problem is a (global) connection problem since the physical solution like χ (3) does not correspond to the obvious dominant singular behaviour one might have imagined from the indicial equation.
Focusing on the two new singularities, the roots of 1 + 3w + 4w 2 = 0, we will show that the physical solution χ (3) is not singular at these points. The factor of the logarithmic term, in the decomposition of χ (3) at these singular points, is known exactly and vanishes identically. Note that a fundamental concept to understand (the symmetries, the solutions of) these exact Fuchsian differential equations is the so-called differential Galois group [11] . Differential Galois groups have been calculated for simple enough second-order, or even third-order, ODEs (see, for instance, [12] ). However, finding the differential Galois group of such higher order Fuchsian differential equations (order 7 for χ (3) , order 10 for χ (4) ) with eight regular singular points (for χ (3) ) is not an easy task [12] and requires the computation of all the monodromy matrices associated with each (non-apparent) regular singular point, considered in the same basis 4 . We will give the exact expression of all the monodromy matrices expressed in the same (w = 0) basis of solutions, these eight matrices being the generators of the differential Galois group, which will be given in a forthcoming publication [14] .
This method can be generalized, mutatis mutandis, to the Fuchsian differential equation of χ (4) . Here, we give the connection matrix between w = 0 and both the ferromagnetic and anti-ferromagnetic critical points. The singular behaviour is straightforwardly obtained with the asymptotic behaviour of the series coefficients of the physical solution χ (4) . The monodromy matrices, expressed in the same basis of solutions are also obtained.
The paper is organized as follows. We recall, in section 2, some results on the Fuchsian differential equation satisfied by χ (3) , and give a new factorization for the corresponding order 7 differential operator, yielding the emergence of an order 2, and an order 3, differential operator (denoted by Z 2 and Y 3 below). We give, in section 3, the connection matrices matching the (series) solutions around the regular singular point w = 0 and around all the other regular singular points. With these connection matrices we deduce the singularity behaviour and the asymptotics on the physical solution of this ODE (section 4). In section 5, we deduce the exact expressions of the monodromy matrices expressed in the same basis. Section 6 generalizes these results to the Fuchsian differential equation satisfied by χ (4) . Some physics implications of our results at scaling are discussed in section 7. Our conclusion is given in section 8.
The order 7 operator L 7
Let us first recall, with the same notation as in [8, 9] , the seven linearly independent solutions given in [8, 9] for the order 7 differential operator L 7 , associated with 5χ (3) . One finds two remarkable rational and algebraic solutions of the order 7 differential equation associated withχ (3) , namely,
associated with the two order 1 differential operators given in [8] :
There is a solution behaving like w 3 , that we denote by S 3 , 
and three solutions with logarithmic terms given by equation (17) in [8] . Note the singled-out series expansion starting with w 9 , corresponding to the physical solutionχ (3) :
The choice of this set of linearly independent solutions (and of these series) is, in fact, arbitrary since any linear combination of solutions is also a solution of the differential equation. Three of the above solutions are, however, singled out: the solutions S(L 1 ) and S(N 1 ) which are global (since they have closed expression), and the series S 9 associated with the highest critical exponent in the indicial equation (w 9 + · · ·), which has a unique (well-defined) expression and happens to correspond to the 'physical' solutionχ (3) . Linear combinations, like S 3 − α · S 9 , are, at first sight, on the same footing.
Nevertheless, introducing such a specific linear combination, Nickel 6 has been able to show that the resulting series for the particular value α = 16 is, also, the solution of a linear 5χ (n) is defined as χ (n) = (1 − s 4 ) 1/4 /s ·χ (n) , for n odd. 6 We thank B Nickel for kindly communicating this result. 
The columns N show the number of solutions with logarithmic terms. The columns P show the maximum power of the logarithm occurring in the solutions. 
where the indices correspond to the order of the differential operators (B 3 , Y 3 are order 3, B 2 , Z 2 order 2, and so on). The differential operators L 7 , M 1 and T 1 have been given in [8] .
We give in appendix A, the differential operators X 1 , Z 2 and Y 3 . With these differential operators, all the factorizations (7) can be found by left and right division. From these factorizations of L 7 , one can see that the general solution of the corresponding differential equation is the direct sum of the solution of L 1 and of the general solution of the differential operator
The operator L 7 has the following decomposition:
We thus consider, from now on, the differential operator L 6 . The formal solutions of L 6 (at the singular point w = 0) show the occurrence of three Frobenius series and three solutions carrying logarithmic terms. With the factorizations (7), it is interesting to see which operator brings with it a singular behaviour for a given regular singular point. Table 1 shows the critical exponents at each regular singular point for both differential operators Z 2 · N 1 and Y 3 · Z 2 · N 1 . In the third and sixth column, the number of independent solutions with logarithmic terms is shown.
At the singular points w = 1, w = −1/2, and at the two roots w 1 , w 2 of 1 + 3w + 4w 2 = 0, we remark that the solution carrying a logarithmic term is in fact a solution of Z 2 · N 1 . Therefore, the three solutions of the differential operator Y 3 · Z 2 · N 1 , emerging from Y 3 , are analytical at the non-physical singular points w = 1, w = −1/2, and at the quadratic roots of 1 + 3w + 4w 2 = 0. At the singular point w = 1/4, we also note that the differential operator Z 2 · N 1 is responsible for the (1 − 4w) −1 behaviour. We will then expect the 'ferromagnetic constant' I + 3 to be localized in the blocks of the connection matrix corresponding to the solutions of the order 3 differential operator Z 2 · N 1 at the point w = 1/4.
As far as explicit calculations are concerned, a well-suited basis necessary for explicitly writing connection matrices exists and can be described. Considering the order 6 operator L 6 = Y 3 · Z 2 · N 1 , we construct the local solutions, sequentially, as the global solution of N 1 then the two solutions coming from Z 2 · N 1 , to which we add the three further solutions coming from Y 3 · Z 2 · N 1 . We will use below this well-suited basis.
Connection matrices forχ (3)
Using a very simple method, let us show, in the case where one has an exact Fuchsian differential equation, that one can actually very simply, and very efficiently, obtain the connection matrices between two sets of series solutions valid at two different points. The method consists in equating, at some matching points, the two sets of series corresponding, respectively, to expansions around w = 0 and, for instance, w = 1/4. The matching point should be in the radius of convergence of both series. The singular points (i.e., w = 0 and w = 1/4) should be neighbours, having no other singularity in between. Recall that the differential equation forχ (3) has eight regular singular points, the point at infinity, five on the real axis and two (w 1 and w 2 ) on the upper and lower half-plane each. At a given singular point w s , the solutions are obtained as series in the variable x, where x = w (respectively x = 1/w) for the point w s = 0 (respectively w s = ∞) and x = 1 − w/w s for the other regular singular points. We take the definition ln(x) = ln(−x) + iπ for negative values of x which corresponds to matching points in the lower (respectively upper) half-plane for w > 0 (respectively w < 0).
The computation of the connection matrix should be more efficient when two 'neighbouring' singularities are, as far as possible, far away from the other singularities and especially when the test points chosen half-way are, as far as possible, far from the other singularities, in order not to be 'polluted' by the other singularities. We remark that one can calculate in this way just 'neighbouring' singularities: connection matrices of two singularities w 1 , w r that are not 'neighbours' should be deduced using some path of 'neighbouring' connection matrices:
This is the prescription we take for the singular points on the real axis and the singularity w 1 lying in the upper half-plane. For the singularity w 2 lying in the lower half-plane, the connection matrix is calculated from
where * denotes the complex conjugate. Let us remark that changing the variable w we are working with, to the more traditional s = sinh(2K) variable, or the usual high-temperature (respectively low-temperature) variable t = tanh(K), or the variable τ = (1/s − s)/2, modifies the distribution of singularities in the complex plane and their radii of convergence. However, the method can still be used. One can use that freedom in the choice of the expansion variable to actually improve the convergence of our calculations.
Connecting solutions
Let us first show, as an example, how we compute the connection matrix between two neighbouring regular singular points (w = 0 and w = 1/4) for order 3 differential operator Z 2 · N 1 . Around the singular point w = 0, the local solutions are two Frobenius series (one being the global solution S(N 1 )) and a series with a logarithmic term. The chosen basis is then (where x = w)
with S (0) 
The series S Connecting the local series solutions at the regular singular points w = 0 and w = 1/4 amounts to finding the 3 × 3 matrix C(0, 1/4) such that
where S (0) (respectively S (1/4) ) denotes the vector with entries S . Equation (18) is thus a linear system of nine unknowns. The entries of the connection matrix C(0, 1/4) are obtained in the floating point form with a large number of digits. These entries are 'recognized' in the symbolic form and matrix C(0, 1/4) then reads
The entries of this matrix are combinations of radicals, of powers of π and logarithms of integers. Note that there is no straightforward manner to recognize numerical values such as those displayed above. However, it is possible, in a 'tricky' way, to get rid of the logarithms of integers in the entries, and obtain as many zero entries as possible. This is shown, in the following, for this very example.
The series, in the set of local solutions S
, are solutions of the differential equation (ODE) corresponding to the third-order differential operator Z 2 · N 1 at the regular singular point w = 1/4. It is obvious that any linear combination of these series is also a solution of the differential equation. Consider the following combination instead of the third component in (16) :
By writing the argument of the logarithm as x/24, there will be no logarithm in the connection matrix. Furthermore, by adding the second component of the basis to the third component with a factor of 2/3, the entry (2, 2) of the connection matrix will be cancelled. The connection matrix then reads
These tricks, based on well-chosen linear combinations of the solutions, allow us to obtain as many zeros as possible, and to get rid of the logarithms. They will be used in order to compute the connection matrix for L 6 between the point w = 0 and, respectively, w = 1/4, w = −1/4 and w = ∞.
The chosen well-suited basis of solutions, at each regular singular point calls for some comment. The factorization of the differential operator L 6 being Y 3 · Z 2 · N 1 , our method of producing the solutions, sequentially, allows one to determine from which differential operator a given solution emerges. Near the points w = 0, w = ±1/4 and w = ∞, the third-order differential operator Y 3 brings three solutions (see table 1), one Frobenius series, one solution with a log term and one solution with a log 2 term, denoted, respectively, byS 4 ,S 5 andS 6 . The solutions of the differential operator Y 3 itself are of elliptic integral type (see appendix B). These elliptic integrals behave around w = ±1/4 (respectively w = ∞) like g(t)·ln(t/16)+f (t), with t = 1−16w 2 (respectively t = 1/16w 2 ), g(t) and f (t) being series with rational coefficients. One may then assume that the logarithmic term that appears in the solutions of L 6 , inherited from Y 3 , will be of the form ln((1 − 16w
2 )/16), near w = ±1/4, and of the form ln(1/256/w 2 ), near w = ∞. The general form of combination for the fourth to sixth components of the well-suited basis will bẽ
where c = 1, 8, 16 for the basis at, respectively, w = 0, w = ±1/4 and w = ∞. The values of the parameters a 1 and a 2 depend on each basis. Note that the argument in ln(x/24) in the series solutions of the differential operator Z 2 · N 1 at w = 1/4 will be ln(x/4) and ln(x/24) at, respectively, w = ∞ and w = 1. Similarly to Y 3 , these arguments may come from the explicit solutions of Z 2 .
The connection matrix between w = 0 and w = 1/4
The first three local solutions at w = 0 are given by (11) , (12), (13) , and the fourth, fifth and sixth solutions read At the singular point w = 1/4, we make use of the combination (22) which amounts to taking x/8 as an argument of the logarithms in the fourth, fifth and sixth component. The parameters a 1 and a 2 in (22) are, respectively, 23/6 and 41/9. The first three local series at x = 1 − 4w are given in (14) , (15), (17), (20) and the fourth, fifth and sixth read Connecting both solutions amounts to solving a linear system of 36 unknowns (the entries of the connection matrix). We have been able to recognize these entries which are obtained in the floating point form with a large number of digits. The connection matrix C(0, 1/4) for the order 6 differential operator L 6 reads
Some comments on how these entries have been 'recognized' will be given below. Let us remark that, once the entries of the connection matrix have been obtained, a further change of basis can be made to get it as 'simple' as possible.
Connection matrices between w = 0 and the other regular singular points
The chosen basis of solutions and the connection matrices between w = 0 (high or low temperature) and, respectively, the anti-ferromagnetic point w = −1/4 and the point w = ∞ (corresponding to s = ±i) are given in appendix C.
The chosen basis, used for the regular singular points w = 1, −1/2 and 1 + 3w + 4w 2 = 0, are given in appendix D together with the corresponding connection matrices with the point w = 0. Many entries are 'recognized' and, in particular, those required to find the singular behaviour of the physical solution. They correspond to the third column of matrices given in appendix D.
The connection matrix between each pair of neighbouring singular points is computed with the well-defined procedure described above. The connection matrix between w = 0, and a non-neighbour singular point, is computed using (9) . For instance, C(0, 1) is computed from C(0, 1/4) and C(1/4, 1) as C(0, 1) = C(0, 1/4) · C(1/4, 1) which says that the solutions defined at w = 1/4 connected to the solutions defined at w = 0, are also the solutions that are connected to the solutions defined at w = 1.
To be more confident of this prescription, let us underline that the connection matrices C(0, 1) and C(0, −1/2), deduced from (9), will be used below to confirm the known dominant singular behaviour ofχ (3) and find the subdominant behaviour.
Comments and remarks
The connection matrices between w = 0 and the other singular points are structured in blocks. The latter, due to the factorization of the differential operators and to the sequential building of the solutions, are easily recognized. The block (15)) solution of the third-order differential operator Z 2 · N 1 .
To compute the connection matrix, we have used the differential operator L 6 which has a unique factorization. If, instead, we consider the differential operator L 7 , the next solution (around w = 0), which comes from M 1 , will be the series (6) and will correspond toχ (3) . This seventh solution is expressed as a linear combination of the already existing components and of the solution of the differential operator L 1 . We can then choose to add the latter as the seventh solution. The connection matrix will have an 1 at the entry (7, 7) and zero elsewhere on the seventh line (and column), since the solution of the differential operator L 1 is global. By considering another factorization of L 7 , we will get the same structure with an obvious relabelling.
Let us make a few computational remarks on the calculation of these connection matrices. At the matching of the series solutions for which 1500 coefficients 8 are generated from homogeneous and non-homogeneous recurrences, the entries of the matrix are computed with 800 digits for all the singular points. The numbers that come in the floating form are 'recognized' as powers of π , radicals and rational numbers, and are in agreement up to 400 digits 9 for the connection between the solutions at w = 0 and w = ±1/4, and up to 100 digits for the connection involving other singular points like w = 1. This fact is related to the convergence rate of the series at the (midway) chosen matching points. For instance, between w = 0 and w = 1/4, the matching points near w = 1/8 are such that both series (at w = 0 and w = 1/4), which have the same radius of convergence, will be faithfully reproduced with the number of terms used in the series. The matching of the solutions between w = 1/4 and w = 1, will then require more terms to fulfil the same accuracy than in the (w = 0)-(w = 1/4) situation. This is due to the fact that, at w = 1, the convergence radius being 3/4, the matching points, which should be in the common region of both discs, are closer to w = 1/4 than to w = 1. As a general rule, the matching points are chosen around the middle of the segment in the common area between the convergence discs of the two regular singular points for which the connection matrix is computed.
The difficulty in finding 'non-local' connection matrices is rooted in the recognition of the entries. We have given the connection matrix between w = 0 and w = 1/4 with entries fully recognized (apart from I + 3 ) to show that the method actually works and is efficient. For the matrices concerning the connection between w = 0 and the other singular points, we have concentrated our effort on the entries that will show up in the physical solution. We should note that there is no reason to expect the other (not yet recognized) entries to be 'simply' combinations of π , log and radicals. These entries are probably valuations of holonomic functions. This was clearly seen in numerous examples we tackled of various differential equations (of order 2 and 3) with the known solutions of hypergeometric type. The recognition process used the fact that we actually found the explicit solutions of differential operator Y 3 and, thus, knew how the numerical logarithms can be tackled. These were 'absorbed' in the basis. We know, on the other hand, that the problem is strewn with hypergeometric functions. We then expect some π to be present. For the entries consisting of a simple product expression, recognizing the number amounts to performing simple arithmetic operations. Note that considering the inverse of the connection matrix, some entries also show up as simple rationals. The combination where π , radicals and rationals appear additively comes from looking, for instance, at the determinant of the matrices, or block matrices, which happen to be easily recognizable (in fact, rational or quadratic numbers for the roots of 1 + 3w + 4w 2 = 0). Another remark is the following. We first obtained the connection matrix (24) in some general basis. The matrix had more non-zero entries compared to (24) involving powers of π , radicals and also ln(3) and powers of ln (2) . The well-suited basis we chose has 'evacuated' all these logs in the entries of the matrix, lessening the recognition-process effort. But, of course, all these logs will reappear in the final result such as the singular behaviour of the physical solution as next sections will show.
The physical solutionχ (3) and its singular behaviour
The calculations of connection matrices are obtained straightforwardly from the well-defined numerical process described in section 3. Having N singularities, one needs N − 1 such connection matrices in order to find the correspondence between all these well-suited bases of series solutions. Let us focus on some particular entries of these various connection matrices, namely the entries corresponding to the decomposition ofχ (3) in terms of the various well-suited bases associated with each singularity. We have used the fact that the physical solution (corresponding toχ (3) ) decomposes as the solution of differential operator L 1 , S(L 1 ) (which isχ (1) /2) and the physical solution of the operator L 6 denoted by 6 (w) [8, 9] :
(1) + 6 (w).
Furthermore, our well-suited basis of solutions at the singular point w = 0, does not contain, as a component, the physical solution 6 (w) which is given in terms of the previously considered components as
This physical solution can now be easily obtained from the connection matrices between w = 0 and any regular singular point, which we denote by w = w s (with x = w, x = 1/w for, respectively, w = 0 and w = ∞ and x = 1 − w/w s , otherwise) as
For instance, at the ferromagnetic critical point, this physical solution 6 (x) can easily be deduced from (24), and written as (3) Knowing the behaviour of solutions S (w s ) j near each regular singular point, it is straightforward to get the singular behaviour at those points for the physical solution 6 (and thusχ (3) ). Considering the critical behaviour ofχ (3) near the ferromagnetic critical point w = 1/4, and denoting x = 1 − 4w, the singular part of the 'physical' solutionχ (3) reads
Singular behaviour ofχ
where I 
At the non-physical singularities w = 1 and w = −1/2 the physical solution behaves, respectively, likẽ
andχ
confirming Nickel's calculations given in [7] . At the point w = ∞, corresponding to the non-physical singularities s = ±i, the singular behaviour reads
At the new singularities found in [8] , namely the roots of 1 + 3w + 4w 2 = 0, which are regular singular points of the differential equation, the singular part of the physical solution reads, at first sight,
The entries a 23 and a 43 (see the connection matrix for these points in appendix D) are, however, such that a 23 + 3a 43 = 0. The physical solution is thus, not singular, at the newly found quadratic singularities, confirming our conclusion given in [9] from series analysis.
Asymptotic series analysis
As the physical solutionχ (3) is given as a series around w = 0, the coefficients of the latter are controlled by the nearest singular points (i.e., w = ±1/4). Since the singular parts at the ferromagnetic and anti-ferromagnetic critical points (26) , (27) are obtained, it is straightforward to deduce the behaviour of the coefficients of series (6) for large values of n. Standard study of the asymptotic behaviour of the coefficients via their linear recursion relation can be used (see [17] ). For our purpose, we use the following identity for ln 2 (1 − x) (where x stands for x = 4w),
where γ = 0.577 215 66 . . . denotes Euler's constant, and denotes the logarithmic derivative of the function. Recalling the asymptotic expansion of (n) up to 1/n 2 for large values of n, one obtains
With the same manipulations of ln 2 (1 + x), and inserting in (26), (27) , one obtains the asymptotic form of coefficients ofχ (3) /8w 9 as
It is this parity effect in the asymptotic behaviour of the coefficients that we saw, numerically, (see equations (33) in [9] ) where we obtained, around n 500, c(n) 13.5 × 4 n for n even and c(n) 11 × 4 n for n odd. For very large values of n, the asymptotic value of the coefficient c(n)/4 n is thus 2 14 · I + 3
13.344 154 67 . . . .
Monodromy matrices forχ (3)

Sketching the differential Galois group of L 7
As a consequence of the direct sum (8), the differential Galois group of L 7 reduces (up to a product by C) to the differential Galois group of L 6 . From the factorization of L 6 , one can immediately deduce that the differential Galois group of L 6 is the semi-direct product of the differential Galois group of Y 3 , of the differential Galois group of Z 2 and of the differential Galois group of N 1 (namely C).
In some 'well-suited global basis' of solutions, the form of the 6 × 6 matrices representing the differential Galois group of L 6 , reads A 0 H B , with A = b 0 h g where the 2 × 2 matrix g, and 3 × 3 matrix B correspond, respectively, to the differential Galois group of Z 2 and Y 3 . The 3 × 3 matrix A is associated with the differential Galois group of Z 2 · N 1 , and the 3 × 3 matrix H corresponds to the fact that we have a semi-direct product of the differential Galois group of Y 3 and
Many papers (for instance [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] ) describe how to calculate the differential Galois groups of order 2 and order 3 differential operators. The differential Galois group of L 7 will be deduced in a forthcoming publication [14] .
To go beyond this sketchy description of the differential Galois group, one needs to calculate specific elements like the monodromy matrices expressed in a common basis.
Monodromy matrices rewritten in the w = 0 basis
Having the connection matrices between w = 0 and each singularity, the local monodromy matrices expressed in their own well-suited basis of (series) solutions, can be rewritten in a unique global basis valid for all singularities. This will allow us, in a second step, to calculate their products and thus generate the differential Galois group. Let us define the 2 × 2 and 3 × 3 matrices
where denotes 2iπ and corresponds to the translation of the logarithm when performing a complete rotation around the regular singular point: ln(w) → ln(w) + . The expression of the local monodromy matrix around each regular singular point w s in its own well-suited basis of (series) solutions reads
where, and the 2 × 2 blocks C, and 3 × 3 blocks D, are such that
The monodromy matrix around any singularity w = w s expressed in terms of the (w = 0) well-suited basis, and denoted as M w=0 (w s ), reads
In order to keep track of the π corresponding to the translation of the logarithm in the local monodromy matrix l(w s )( ), and the π occurring in the expression of the entries of the (quite involved) connection matrix C(0, w s ), we will denote the latter by α = 2iπ . Let us focus on the singular point w = 1. Its monodromy matrix, expressed in terms of the w = 0 well-suited basis, is given by (34) with w s = 1, and where the connection matrix C(0, 1), matching the (w = 1) well-suited basis together with the (w = 0) well-suited basis, is a 'quite involved' matrix given in appendix D, with entries depending on π and on a set of 15 constants, not yet recognized in the closed form. The monodromy M w=0 (1) can finally be written as a function of only α and : 
Let us give one more example corresponding to the new quadratic singularities 1 + 3w + 4w 2 = 0. The monodromy matrix around one of the quadratic singularities w = w 1 , expressed in terms of the (w = 0) well-suited basis, after the conjugation (34), reads
with:
with a = (−40α + 12α 2 + 75) and [C] = 8α 2 · Id(3 × 3). One can actually verify that the monodromy matrix around the other quadratic singularity w = w 2 (w 2 is the complex conjugate of w 1 ), expressed in terms of the (w = 0) well-suited basis, actually identifies with (36) where α has been changed into −α.
We have totally similar results for all the other (regular) singularities. The expressions of the other monodromy matrices M w=0 (w s ), around the other (regular) singular points w = w s , are displayed in appendix E.
We have seen that the connection matrices depend on I + 3 and on 'not yet recognized' (probably transcendental) numbers, like x 42 and y 41 (for the connection matrix between w = 0 and w = ∞). Rewriting a monodromy matrix in a unique (global) basis like the w = 0 basis, amounts to performing conjugation, like (34), of simple (local) monodromy matrices depending only on , by these quite involved connection matrices. As a consequence, one does expect, at first sight, these monodromy matrices, rewritten in the unique w = 0 basis, to be dependent on the still unknown numbers. For instance, one certainly expects the monodromy matrix around w = 1/4 (see appendix E) to be expressed in terms of the transcendental number I + 3 , or the monodromy matrix (35) to depend on 15 parameters. It is worth noting that all these matrices M(w s ), expressed in the same (w = 0) well-suited basis, turn out to be quite simple matrices where the entries are actually rational expressions, with integer coefficients of α and . Section 5.3 gives some hints on why this is so. The introduction of the two parameters α and is a nice 'trick' to track the π coming from the connection matrices versus the π coming from the local monodromy matrices. However, one should keep in mind that α is not independent of : the 'true' monodromy matrices are such that α = ( being equal to 2iπ). Let us denote these 'true' monodromy matrices by M i , i = 1, . . . , 8: 
These matrices M i are the generators of a 6 × 6 matrix representation of the differential Galois group of the Fuchsian differential equation corresponding to L 6 . Any element of the differential Galois group is of the form
where P denotes an arbitrary permutation of eight elements and where the n i are positive or negative integers. This looks, at first sight, like an infinite discrete group, but the closure of this infinite set of matrices can be quite large continuous groups like semi-direct products of SL(2, C) with SL(3, C), and so on.
Our 'global' (800 digits, 1500 terms) calculations yield quite involved exact connection matrices. With such large and involved computer calculations there is always a risk of a subtle mistake or misprint. At this stage, and in order to be 'even more confident' in our results, let us recall that the monodromy matrices must satisfy one matrix relation which will be an extremely severe non-trivial check on the validity of these eight matrices M i , or more precisely their (α, ) extensions. Actually, it is known (see, for instance, proposition 2.1.5 in [23] ) that the monodromy group 11 of linear differential equations (with r regular singular points) is generated by a set of matrices γ 1 , γ 2 , . . . , γ r that satisfy γ 1 · γ 2 · · · γ r = Id, where Id denotes the identity matrix. The constraint that 'some' product of all these matrices should be equal to the identity matrix, looks quite simple, but is, in fact, 'undermined' by subtleties of complex analysis on how connection matrices between non-neighbouring singular points should be computed. The fact that the prescription (9), (10) has given no contradictory results on theχ (3) singular behaviour may be an argument that our M i are not 'too far' from these 'elementary' γ i . In other words, one of the products (38) must be equal to the identity matrix for some set of n i and for some permutation P . With the particular choice (37) of ordering of the eight singularities, this product actually reads
Of course, from this relation, one also has seven other relations deduced by cyclic permutations.
It is important to note that these relations (39) are not verified by extensions like (35), (36) depending on two independent parameters α and , of the monodromy matrices M i . If one imposes relations (39) for the (α, ) extensions of the M i , one will find that, necessarily, α has to be equal to , but (of course 12 ) one will find that these matrix identities are verified for any value of , not necessarily equal to 2iπ .
Comments
The entries of the connection matrices are seen to be expressed as various polynomials, or algebraic combinations of powers of π , ln(2), ln(N) (N integer), algebraic numbers, etc, and more 'involved' transcendental numbers like (2) . On the other hand, the monodromy matrices M w=0 (w s ), expressed in the same (w = 0) well-suited bases, have entries which are rational expressions with integer coefficients of α and . To get some hint as to how this occurs, let us consider, for instance, the regular singular point w = 1. The local monodromy matrix is almost the unity matrix (only one solution with log) with elements
The product (34) giving the global monodromy matrix will be given by
where one can see that only the third column of C(0, 1) and the second row of its inverse will contribute. These entries have been 'recognized' (see appendix D). Let us assume that there is another solution with a log term (this is not so, see table 1 ). An entry (for instance l(1) 65 ) of the local monodromy matrix changes from zero to . In this case equation (41) becomes
The entries C(0, 1) i6 and C −1 (0, 1) 5j will appear in the global monodromy matrix. In fact, changing the entry l(1) 65 from zero to means that a formal solution will exhibit logs, and this will correspond to the entries C(0, 1) i6 . As a practical rule, we found that such entries (corresponding to solutions with logs) can be easily 'recognized' in contrast with the entries corresponding to Frobenius series which will be cancelled by the zero entries of l (1) . The entries corresponding to Frobenius series are probably valuations of holonomic functions.
Let us now assume (for the actual situation) that the whole column C(0, 1) i3 has unknown entries. Recalling the fact that the product of the monodromy matrices, expressed in the same basis, should be equal to the identity matrix [23] (this is what we found for our eight matrices M i , see (39)), one then expects the 'not yet guessed constants' (i.e., the column C(0, 1) i3 ) to be given by a non-linear system of equations. This is indeed what occurs for this example, and we recover that way the entries given for this case in appendix D.
A last remark is the following. Right now, we have considered all the matrices (connection and therefore monodromy matrices expressed in a unique basis) with respect to the (w = 0) well-suited basis of solutions. This is motivated by the physical solutionχ (3) which is known as series around w = 0. In fact, we can switch to another w =w well-suited basis of solutions. This amounts to considering the connection C(w, w s ) = C −1 (0,w) · C(0, w s ). For instance, we have actually performed the same calculations for the (w = 1/4) basis of series solutions. We have calculated all the connection matrices from the (w = 1/4) basis to the other singular point basis series solutions, and deduced the exact expressions of the corresponding monodromy matrices now expressed in the same (w = 1/4) basis of series solutions. It is worth noting that we get, this time, for the monodromy M w=1/4 (w s ) around singular point w s and expressed in the (w = 1/4) basis, a matrix whose entries depend rationally on α, , but, this time, also (except for the monodromy matrix at w = 1) on the 'ferromagnetic constant' I + 3 . One verifies that the product of these monodromy matrices in the same order as (39), is actually equal to the identity matrix when α = , the matrix identity being valid for any value of α = (equal or not to 2iπ ), and for any value of I + 3 (equal or not to its actual value given in (2)).
We have similar results for the monodromy matrices around singular point w s , expressed in the (w = ∞) basis, but, now, the monodromy matrices M w=∞ (w s ) depend on α, , and, this time, on the (not yet recognized) constants y 41 and x 42 . Again, the product of these monodromy matrices in the same order as (39), is actually equal to the identity matrix when α = , the matrix identity being valid for any value of α = (equal or not to 2iπ ) and for any values of y 41 and x 42 (equal, or not, to their actual values given in appendix C).
Mutatis mutandis: connection matrices and singular behaviour forχ (4)
Connection matrices
The Fuchsian differential equation for 13χ (4) , the 4-particle contribution to the susceptibility, is given in [10] . The order 10 differential operator L 10 associated with this differential equation has 36 (equivalent up to isomorphisms) factorizations (see appendix F in [10] ). Consider, for instance, two of these factorizations:
The notations are the same as those in [10] , the M operators are of order 4, the N and L operators are, respectively, of order 2 and 1. The two factorizations above mean that L 10 is a direct sum of an order 8 differential operator,
and of the order 2 differential operator N 0 (which, see [10] , has remarkablyχ (2) as solution):
As was the case forχ (3) , it is thus sufficient to consider the differential operator L 8 for which a general form of 8 × 8 matrices, representing Gal(L 8 ), the differential Galois group of L 8 , is deduced:
Here G, M and L are 4 × 4 matrices, the latter being lower triangular. Recall that L 8 has four known global solutions (see [10] and below). Similarly to the calculation onχ (3) , we can, for instance, calculate connection matrices associated with the correspondence between the series near x = 16w 2 = 0 (high temperature) with the series near x = 16w 2 = 1 (the ferromagnetic and anti-ferromagnetic critical point), and find how the 'physical solution'χ (4) can be decomposed on the various well-suited bases around each singular point (physical or non-physical) of the order 10 Fuchsian differential equation.
We use the factorization (42) to construct the basis of solutions, sequentially, as the four solutions corresponding to the differential operator L 25 · L 12 · L 3 · L 0 that we call respectively S 1 , S 2 , S 3 and S 4 . To these solutions, we add the four solutions coming from L 8 and inherited from the differential operator M 2 , that we call S 5 , . . . , S 8 . Here, again, an optimal choice of basis is made in order to have as many zeros as possible in the connection matrix with as 'simple' entries as possible. The bases of solutions at x = 0 and x = 1 (with, respectively, t = x and t = 1 − x) have similar forms and read
where the constants a 1 , a 2 and a 3 and the series read, near x = 0, Here again, the block structure of the connection matrix relies on the factorization of L 8 and on the 'sequential' building of the solutions. The block matrix B represents, specifically, the connection between the solutions inherited from M 2 at both points x = 0 and x = 1. This fourth-order differential operator M 2 in L 8 (corresponding toχ (4) ) is structurally very similar (see the remark at end of appendix B) to operator Y 3 in L 6 (χ (3) ). Similarly to theχ (3) case, a ferromagnetic (and anti-ferromagnetic) constant (see (48) below) is localized at the fifth line.
We have also computed the connection matrices 14 (not given here) between the solutions at x = 0 and, respectively, x = 4 (corresponding to Nickel's non-physical singularities) and x = ∞ (corresponding to the non-physical singularities s = ±i). Denoting by (4) and M x=0 (∞), the monodromy matrices expressed in the same x = 0 well-suited basis obtained with similar conjugation like (34), one obtains
This identity is valid irrespective of the still unknown constants.
Singular behaviour ofχ (4)
The particular physical solution corresponding toχ (4) =χ (2) /3 + 8 (see [10] ) is given, in terms of the basis chosen at the point x = 0, by
At the ferromagnetic, and anti-ferromagnetic, critical point x = 1, the solution can be deduced from the above connection matrix and reads
Here again, the above decomposition corresponds to an expansion at the point x = 1 of the triple integral definingχ (4) . From this solution, the singular part ofχ (4) reads (with
The 
The first term on the right-hand side of (48) comes fromχ (2) , as well as the last term in (47). Similarly, the singular behaviour of the physical solutionχ (4) at the other singular points can easily be obtained from the corresponding connection matrices (not given here). At the singular point x = 4, the physical solution behaves like (with t = 4 − x)
confirming the calculations in [7] . The singular behaviour ofχ (4) at the singular point x = ∞ reads (with t = 1/x)
with
where K = 0.915 965 . . . is Catalan's constant and the other parameters, constants and series The last bracket in (50) comes fromχ (2) . Having the singular part ofχ (4) at the ferromagnetic and anti-ferromagnetic critical points, it is straightforward to obtain the asymptotic behaviour of the series coefficients. This time, one needs the form of the coefficients in the expansion of ln 3 (1 − x) that we find to be
where (1, n) is the first derivative of (n). Expanding (n) and (1, n) up to 1/n 2 for large values of n, one obtains the following asymptotic behaviour for the coefficients of thẽ χ (4) series,
2) + 144γ ln(2) + 18γ 2 − 210γ − 840 ln(2) + 45π 2 + 214.
7.χ (1) +χ (3) versusχ at scaling
Thus far we have discussed, in sections 4 and 6.2, the mathematical aspects of the solutions to the Fuchsian differential equations forχ (3) andχ (4) . However, the physics implications of the solutions we have obtained call for some remarks near the physical critical points. Taking, as an example, the ferromagnetic singularity forχ (3) , the sum of the first two n-particle terms behave at τ 0 as χ (1) +χ ( 
The exact susceptibility, as reported in [16] , yields for the normalized susceptibilityχ ,
where c 1 = 1.000 815 260 . . . is given with some 50 digits in [15] . (5) , is the constant given in [1] (and with some 30 digits in [6] ). Thus, and as suggested in [1] , the partial sums of the χ (n) would converge rapidly to the full χ . Furthermore, adding χ (3) term has resulted in a series expansion that reproduces the first 24 terms of χ to be compared with only eight first terms for χ (1) series. However, equation (53) shows a τ −1/4 divergence as an overall factor to the logarithmic singularities. This structure, absent in (52), could suggest, in the most pessimistic scenario, that the n-particle sequence is perhaps useless in understanding scaling corrections and that one should be cautious in accepting the conclusions of studies of higher field derivatives of the susceptibility, based on similar n-particle representations [27, 28] . The same situation occurs for the low-temperature regime when we compare the first two n-particle terms (χ (2) andχ (4) ) with the fullχ at scaling 16 . This observation raises several profound issues, which we do not address here. One is how the logarithmic terms in the entire sum add up to make the τ −1/4 divergence be factored out. If one assumes that the otherχ (2n+1) terms share the same singularity structure asχ (3) , in particular the occurrence (in variable τ or s) of only integer critical exponents at the ferromagnetic critical point, the τ −1/4 divergence, as an overall factor, implies the following correspondence,
with S n,m (τ ) analytical at τ = 0 and α n,m numerical coefficients. N(n) is the maximum power of logarithmic terms occurring in the solution around the ferromagnetic point of the differential equation ofχ 2n+1 . This correspondence requires probably a very particular structure in the successive differential equations. Obtaining the differential equation forχ (5) (or forχ (6) ), and obtaining much larger series for the full susceptibility χ , will certainly help to guess such a structure and understand the susceptibility of the two-dimensional Ising model which 16 For the leading amplitude,χ (2) andχ (4) give 1/12π + I − 4
1.000 9593 . . . /12π which is very close to 1.000 9603 . . . /12π for the fullχ [6] .
continues to be a treasure-trove of profound insights into both the mathematics and physics of integrable systems.
Let us note that the phenomenon we have discussed may be more widespread than that observed here. If so, a whole new chapter could be opened on field-theoretical expansions. The challenging problem one faces here is to link linear and non-linear descriptions of a physical problem, namely the description in terms of an infinite number of holonomic (linear) expressions for a physical quantity of a non-linear nature. Actually, the latter is 'Painlevé like' since its series expansion can be obtained from a program of polynomial growth which uses exclusively a quadratic finite difference double recursion generalizing the Painlevé equations [15, 16] . The difficulty to link holonomic versus non-linear descriptions of physical problems is typically the kind of problems one faces with the Feynmann diagram approach of particle physics, but the susceptibility of the Ising model is, obviously, the simplest non-trivial example to address such an important issue.
Conclusion
We have introduced a simple and very efficient method to calculate numerically, with an arbitrary number of digits, the connection matrices between the independent solutions, defined at two singular points, of differential equations of quite high orders. We have considered the order 7, and 10, Fuchsian ODEs corresponding to the 3-and 4-particle contribution to the magnetic susceptibility of the Ising model. The entries of the connection matrix between two regular singular points have been obtained in the floating point form and most of them have been recognized, particularly those that show up in the singular behaviour of the physical solutions. They are expressed as polynomial, or algebraic, combinations of π , ln (2), . . . , radicals, and more involved numbers (not yet recognized) such as the 'ferromagnetic constant' (2) . The method allows us to obtain the series expansions of the physical solutionsχ (3) (and χ (4) ) around any other regular singular point, besides the already known series around w = 0. We obtained, in this way, near each singular point all the dominant and subdominant singular behaviours of the physical solutions. Such subdominant singular behaviour is certainly hard to obtain from series analysis. At the newly found quadratic singularities of the differential equation, we showed that the physical solutionχ (3) itself is not singular. Also note, at w = 1/4, that the behaviour in (1 − 4w) −3/2 corresponding to the largest critical exponent for the ODE is actually absent in the physical solution. Note the remarkable fact that the factorization of differential operator L 7 (and L 10 ) associated withχ (3) (respectivelyχ (4) ) shows clearly the differential operator responsible for the non-physical singularities given in [6, 7] and the newly found quadratic numbers [8] . In both cases (χ (3) andχ (4) ), these non-physical singularities are carried by the differential operator
The physical solutionsχ (3) (andχ (4) ) being known as series around w = 0, the growth behaviour of the corresponding series coefficients should be controlled by the singular behaviour at the nearest singular points which are the ferromagnetic and anti-ferromagnetic critical points in both cases (w = ±1/4 and x = 1). This growth is easily found from the expansion around the ferromagnetic and anti-ferromagnetic points.
The connection matrices we have obtained allow us to relate the solutions around any given singular point to a common (non-local) basis of solutions. In this respect, we have obtained the exact expression of all the monodromy matrices, expressed in the same basis, and we have seen that they are simple matrices with rational function entries. In a forthcoming publication [14] , we will give the whole structure of the differential Galois group for the two previous Fuchsian differential equations.
As far as the physics implications of the solutions are concerned, we have compared the corrections to scaling at the ferromagnetic point given by the first two terms (χ (1) and χ (3) ) with the full χ . Qualitative difference is found raising profound issues on the n-particle representation of the susceptibility. The same observation occurs for the anti-ferromagnetic point, and also for the low-temperature regime. Considering the critical exponents at the regular singular points, as well as the formal solutions of differential operator Y 3 , one can make the following remarks. The roots of the polynomial of degree 28 in polynomial p 3 (see (A.4)) are apparent singularities. The roots of the polynomial of degree 4 in one of the factors of the same polynomial p 3 are not apparent singularities. While the formal solutions near w = 0, w = ±1/4 and w = ∞ have one Frobenius solution and two logarithmic solutions, the formal solutions near the other regular singular points are free of logarithmic solutions. The critical exponents at w = 1, w = −1/2, roots of 1 + 3w + 4w 2 = 0, and roots of 1 − 3w − 18w 2 + 104w 3 + 96w 4 = 0, are respectively (−1, 0, 1), (−1, 0, 1), (−1, 0, 1) and (−1, 1, 2) . This leads us to look for the solutions of the third-order differential operator Y 3 as a linear combination of powers of elliptic integrals with a common factor 'taking care' of the non-logarithmic singularity behaviour of the singular points.
Defining
and
one obtains the three independent solutions of the differential operator Y 3 as
where the three polynomials P 1 , P 2 and P 3 read 
Appendix E. Monodromy matrices in the w = 0 basis
The monodromy matrix around w = 0 expressed in terms of its own (w = 0) well-suited basis is given in (33) . The monodromy matrix around w = −1/2, expressed in terms of the (w = 0) wellsuited basis, after a conjugation similar to (34) , and thus using the previously given connection matrices, reads in terms of α and , 
